
A LOOK AT CHINESE INVENTIONS AND AREAS OF ADVANCEMENTS

China has been the source of many innovations, scientific discoveries and inventions. The historical region now known
as China experienced a history involving of early Neolithic advancements like rice cultivation and paddy field agriculture.
concepts of design or style and artistic innovations do not appear on the list.

Later on astronomical towers were built like the tower of Su Song in that comprehended an armillary sphere, a
rotating celestial globe and front panels with tablets indicating the time. Not long after, engineers figured out
how to use gunpowder for military uses such as bombs, guns, mines, and even rockets. It was developed in the
landlocked province of Szechuan, around 1, miles from the sea, in order to get salt from boreholes. Mark
Elvin's high level equilibrium trap is one well-known example of this line of thought, as well as Kenneth
Pomeranz' argument that resources from the New World made the crucial difference between European and
Chinese development. This pharmaceutical treatise covered a wide range of other related subjects, including
botany , zoology , mineralogy , and metallurgy. Ancient Chinese inventions date back to the Paleolithic
period, and the Chinese were always ahead of their contemporaries when it came to inventing valuable things.
Emperor Gaozong reigned â€” of the Tang dynasty â€” commissioned the scholarly compilation of a materia
medica in that documented medicinal substances taken from stones, minerals, metals, plants, herbs, animals,
vegetables, fruits, and cereal crops. They also invented fireworks and made great beautiful displays of
fireworks for celebrations. By BC, fired bricks were being used at Chengtoushan to pave roads and form
building foundations, roughly at the same time as the Indus Valley Civilisation. The production of flour by
rubbing wheat by hand took several hours. The use of water clock or clepsydra which was important in
astronomy would go back to the Warring States period around the sixth century B. The clock tower was driven
by a rotating waterwheel and escapement mechanism, the latter of which did not appear in clockworks of
Europe until two centuries later. It listed 29 comets referred to as sweeping stars that appeared over a period of
about years, with renderings of comets describing an event its appearance corresponded to. The success of the
early Chinese millet farmers is still reflected today in the DNA of many modern East Asian populations, such
studies have shown that the ancestors of those farmers probably arrived in the area between 30, and 20, BP ,
and their bacterial haplotypes are still found in today populations throughout East Asia. These moving sails
allowed ships to sail into the wind for the first time. There were many famous inventors and early scientists in
the Song Dynasty period. Apart from clothing , silk was widely used in a variety of sectors including writing,
fishing, and for musical instruments. Yang Hui provided theoretical proof for the proposition that the
complements of the parallelograms which are about the diameter of any given parallelogram are equal to one
another. The ancient Chinese used shadow measurements for creating calendars that are mentioned in several
ancient texts. Other events such as Haijin and Cultural Revolution have isolated China during critical times.
For the 11th century invention of ceramic movable type printing by Bi Sheng â€” , it was enhanced by the
wooden movable type of Wang Zhen in and the bronze metal movable type of Hua Sui in  The practice of
acupuncture can be traced back as far as the 1st millennium BC and some scientists believe that there is
evidence that practices similar to acupuncture were used in Eurasia during the early Bronze Age. It even was
the driving force behind the spread of Buddhism across Asia. This simple machine could be easily operated by
just one person and made high-quality thread for export. It was then served as a hot beverage. Typical Chinese
architecture changed little from the succeeding Han Dynasty until the nineteenth century. Shen Kuo also
devised a geological theory for land formation, or geomorphology, and theorized that there was climate
change in geological regions over an enormous span of time. To meet the increasing demand for silk fabric,
the Chinese developed the spinning wheel in  It is then that the counting-rods and rod arithmetic were
invented. According to a study published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences , chemical
analysis of the residue revealed that the fermented drink was made from fruit, rice and honey. Kites were first
used as a way for the army to signal warnings. Chinese astronomers were also among the first to record
observations of a supernova, in , making the Crab Nebula the first astronomical object recognized as being
connected to a supernova explosion. However, a recent archeological survey indicates that paper had already
been invented years earlier and was used by the ancient Chinese military.


